EDUCATIONAL TOUR TO SINGAPORE- MALAYSIA
(24 May to 31 May)

A group of 19 students and 2 teachers visited Singapore and Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. The
stay in Kuala
Lumpur was of two days and for Singapore four days. On the day of arrival a guided tour of
Kula Lumpur’s ,
Putrajaya made students learn about the rich history and vibrant culture of Malaysia as they
were taken to
National Monument of freedom fighters, Pink Mosque at putrajaya and K.C. Towers in the
evening. This
landmark tower offers scenic city views. Next day students were taken to Batu caves
situated on top of a
limestone hill. Later in the day the students explored the facilities at Petrosains. The
Discovery Centre at
Petronas Twin Towers. These towers are among the world’s tallest buildings.
The next four days at Singapore were fun filled and exciting. The students witnessed the
thrill of scientific
discoveries at the Science centre. This was followed by a trip to world of bird life at Jurong
Bird Park and
nocturnal wildlife in Night Safariat the local zoo.
The Newtons and Einsteins of our group spent the next day at Singapore Science Centre and
won many
attractive prizes in the activities held there. Demonstration of Fire tornado and Omnitheatre were the
biggest attractions. A guided tour of Singapore city covered Landmarks like Singapore
Merlion at Merlion

Park and we caught few glimpses of marina Bay Sands. Later in the day students
experienced a ride on
Singapore Flyer and cable car to Sentosaisland.
These also offered scenic aerial view of the island. Students �met� the renowned Bollywood
and Hollywood
stars, singers, historic figures and celebrities at Madame Tussaud’s Museum and also
discovered the City’s
rich history there. Later in the evening children relaxed themselves at the beach and
watched the famous
light and sound show - �Wings of Fire�.
The final day was the most awaited day as it was scheduled for the trip to �the most
popular� Universal
studios- the topmost amusement park in Asia. World class shows, theme parks and amazing
out of the
world �rides like �Galactica� and �Transformers� truly thrilled the students. Finally , the 7day tour
culminated with fun-filled memories.

